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Did You Know?
By Rich Stamper

Did you know that we have many very experienced practitioners in the GKK each
with a wealth of knowledge to share? Yeah, you knew that. But do we share as much
and as often as we could? Probably not. So perhaps a forum for doing just such a thing
is in order. With that in mind, a query is presented somewhere below in the “So what
do you say?” segment. We’ll see how this goes. Might be most informative and
educational. Future topics TBD.

So What Do You Say?
By Rich Stamper

A

few days ago I had a discussion with a football coach about whether it is best to train players to be very good at a
particular position or to train them to be multifaceted and capable of playing various positions. This became very
philosophical as you might well imagine, but the bottom line was to do what was best for the team. Makes sense to

me.
What is interesting – to me at least - is to compare this to the way we teach karate. The bottom line is to do what is best
for the team. True, if coaching a karate team, but what about a standard traditional karate class where we are teaching
individuals? Do we do what is best for the individual? Sure we do. But really?
Typical karate classes are taught much like classes in our educational system – the goal to produce a well-rounded,
broadly educated individual.
In school, we were taught a variety of subjects and each was as important as the others. We were expected to do well in
math, science, language, history, geography and so on. If our strengths were such that we achieved satisfactory grades in
certain subjects and unsatisfactory grades in others, the emphasis was placed on improving the areas where we had no
natural skill or ability and the enhancement of our existing strengths pretty much ignored.
At karate class we tend to focus on the areas that need improvement according to the ‘well-rounded, broadly educated’
model. If a student can do a fairly good front kick but a poor round kick, we work on improving the round kick. We tend
to emphasize effort in areas of weakness rather than working to perfect an area where talent, skill and ability are shown.
So the question is: Is it better to have a well-rounded student with moderate skills in many areas, or a student that truly
excels in a few areas? Do we do what is best for the individual?
Naturally, I have an opinion on this but will reserve comment for now. What I am proposing is that you, as teacher or
student, tell us what you think is (would be) the best way and why.
Submissions to be included in our Newsletter for discussion and comment.
The only ground rule at this time is that there be no disparaging of anyone’s opinion and comments. We each just share
our thoughts and reasoning for consideration and assume our very insightful readership will recognize substance.
The question for consideration again is: Is it better to have a well-rounded student with moderate skills in many areas,
or a student that truly excels in a few areas? Do we do what is best for the individual?
So what do you say?

Soke Councils: Will The Real Judan Please Stand Up
By Michael Ch’adan Galose

In the last 25 years there has been a proliferation of "Soke Councils" , which have been granting individuals Judan,
(Hanshi) credentials in Karate. What is disturbing is that many of the individuals involved in these Soke Councils are at
neither the age, nor at the level of ability, nor have they contributed anything that has international recognition of furthering
the ultimate goal of karate-do which is character ( and spiritual) development . Having trained in Okinawa on several
occasions I have had the opportunity to witness legitimate Hanshi level Sensei perform and teach their art. It is my sincere
belief that these council's downgrade the meaning, level of skill, and ultimate aim of Karate-Do. Perhaps they are the result
of the misinformed trying to obtain a shortcut to that which there is no guarantee. Ultimately, they obtain something which
only has meaning to Soke Council members themselves. A Judan they are not! In Budo , Michael-Ch'adan Galose.
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New York Seminar
By Frank Matt

On October 17 and 18 our New York school will be hosting a fall seminar taught by Mr. Ken Maunz and Mr. Dave
Shaneman . We will have schools from Toledo ,Maine and Ambler Pa. attending. Frank Matt and his students are putting
the event together.

Results of Spring Seminar Testing
By Dwight Scales

The following GKK members were promoted at our Spring Seminar; Mr. Ed Myers to shichidan, Mr. Dave Shaneman
to shichidan, and Mr. John Barton to sandan. Congratulations to everyone.

New GKK Merchandise
By Ken Maunz

Goju Ryu Karate Do Kyokai long sleeve T shirts, gray w/ black lettering and black w/ white lettering. There are also
sweat pants in gray both men's and woman's. These have the printing on the sleeve or front of the shirts. Please email
Angie Monday for a photo and more information;
angie.monday@yahoo.com

The Karate Kid

The Point © By Bill Handren

My granddaughter took a brief interest in karate last year. I set up two 25
pound heavy bags and a second double end bag for her. Her second lesson
went like this; “So, what rank am I now?” I laughed and said, “You don’t get
promoted for awhile.” She throws about fifty kicks and asks again, “How
about now?” “OK”, I tell her, “You are officially a white belt.” “Really!!!!!
So what did I do for the white belt?” “You showed up for class.”
She tells her classmates at school. They don’t believe her and they don’t
believe her grandfather knows karate. So we take some pictures and I make a
print out album to take to school. “Do you want a picture of me in the
album?” I ask. “No, not really.” It is nice to be loved. The next day she is
fuming. “They still don’t believe me.” So she hand writes out a “contract”;
Amelia Storm does karate in my basement with punching bags. We also have a guy named BOB. Amelia punches
him…… Signed by Amelia’s grandfather_____________________.
Barely containing my laughter, I ask; “Think that will convince them?” She is genuinely convinced an actual signed
contract will end their doubt. It didn’t.
The point is kids love recognition. If you hold a promotion send a name and picture to the Newsletter.
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